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Summary
Phylogenies are increasingly prominent across all of biology, especially as DNA sequencing makes more and more trees available. However, their utility is compromised by widespread misconceptions about what phylogenies can tell us, and improved “tree thinking” is crucial. The most-serious problem comes from reading trees as ladders from “left to right”—many biologists assume that species-poor lineages that appear “early branching” or “basal” are ancestral—we call this the “primitive lineage fallacy”. This mistake causes misleading inferences about changes in individual characteristics and leads to misrepresentation of the evolutionary process. The problem can be rectified by considering that modern phylogenies of present-day species and genes show relationships among evolutionary cousins. Emphasizing that these are extant entities in the 21st century will help correct inferences about ancestral characteristics, and will enable us to leave behind 19th century notions about the ladder of progress driving evolution. **BioEssays** 30:854–867, 2008. © 2008 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Introduction—the importance of “tree thinking”
During the last twenty years, phylogenies—evolutionary trees—have become increasingly important in nearly all subdisciplines in biology. The greater use of phylogenies can be traced to advances on several fronts: (1) ease and affordability of DNA sequencing, (2) advances in the bioinformatics programs used to analyze phylogenetic data, and (3) conceptual advances in how to think about and utilize phylogenies—tree thinking. One of the main uses of phylogenies is to reconstruct how lineages and characteristics have evolved over time. Being able to infer the characteristics of extinct ancestral species or genes is a powerful advance made possible by modern phylogenies. For example, researchers studying protein evolution have been able to reconstruct ancestral amino acid sequences, and then test the activity of these reconstructed proteins. More recently, researchers have reconstructed gene expression patterns and ancestral vertebrate genomes. On the organismal side, animal behaviorists have reconstructed features of inferred ancestral frog calls and played these calls back to test responses of living frogs. Being able to make inferences about characteristics such as ancestral DNA sequences, gene order, behaviors and coloration, none of which generally fossilize, is an exciting research program that was generally not possible thirty years ago (see Refs 15, 16).

However, many researchers bring misconceptions to this exercise that do not fit with current understanding of trees or the process of evolution. Our conception of evolution and our interpretation of phylogenetic trees are intimately linked—each affects the other. How we interpret phylogenetic trees directly impacts our understanding of evolution. The classic example of the intertwined misunderstanding of tree thinking and evolution is the so-called “ladder of progress”. Also known as the scala naturae, this concept was central to early attempts to understanding the organization of life beginning with Aristotle, through Linnaeus and the “chain of being”. The ladder of progress view is most clearly documented in Haeckel’s phylogenetic trees (Fig. 1) (see Refs 18–23). Haeckel’s trees show extant groups such as “amoeba” and “primitive worms” low down and embedded within the main trunk of the tree. Further up, evolution passes through “jawless animals”, “pouched animals”, “apes” and finally, to the apparent pinnacle of evolution—“man”.

Now, with the benefit of nearly 150 years of evolutionary research, and the work of biologists such as Darwin, Hennig, Wilson, Felsenstein and Avisé to name just a few, we know that evolution generally has not stopped in any lineages. Thus, it is misleading to think of an extant amoeba species as ancestral to humans, or an extant amphibian as ancestral to snakes. Evolution has continued in amoebas and amphibians. In particular, new mutations can...
lead to a better fit between any organism and its environment, especially in the face of changing environmental factors such as new pathogens. Furthermore, we know that evolution by genetic drift proceeds due to neutral processes for morphological and molecular traits. Classic work by Wilson and colleagues (25, 30) (also see Refs 31–33) demonstrated that, even though some gross morphological features may evolve slowly in some lineages (e.g. frogs, horseshoe crabs), evolution of other parts of the organism, especially molecular sequences, generally continue at similar rates. So even species that some might consider primitive, simple or ancestral, continue to evolve at some rate at least for some characteristics throughout evolutionary history. However, some researchers continue to incorrectly describe certain present-day species as “primitive” and to incorrectly imply that extant species may be ancestral to other extant species.
Improved tree thinking will not only help us better understand the evolution of the particular characters that we are studying, but will also improve our fundamental understanding of the process of evolution.

**Understanding the problem—looking for ancestors in the treetops**

Consider the tree in Fig. 2A with four hypothetical extant species, A, B, C and D. As with all figures in this paper, this is a rooted cladogram showing unscaled branches. Which of the species is the oldest? Which is youngest? Which is most ancestral? Most derived? Most primitive? Most advanced? Most simple? Most complex? The answer is that a phylogeny provides *no information* about any of these questions! While this answer may seem inconvenient to researchers looking to phylogenies to provide that information, these are the incorrect questions to be asking. Questions that could be asked include the following. Which trait evolved first? Which trait evolved most recently? What might the common ancestor have looked like? What was the ancestral protein sequence? Such questions involve *trait evolution*, or the characteristics of extinct ancestral organisms.

The pervasive misconceptions surrounding tree thinking can be demonstrated by presenting a correct tree drawn in a way that may seem incorrect to some readers (Fig. 2B). Looking at the tree that shows humans at the far left, ask which species seems the most-old, ancestral, primitive, or simple. We are used to seeing humans in the far right of trees (see Ref. 34), so showing *Homo sapiens* in the far left, with *E. coli* at the far right seems wrong to many readers (also see Refs 19,35). However, there is nothing wrong with this tree—it represents our best understanding of relationships among these four species (references Fig. 2B legend). First, this tree shows that *Escherichia coli* and *Salmonella enterica* are each other’s closest relatives among these four taxa—that is, they share a more-recent common ancestor with each other than with *Rickettsia rickettsii* or *H. sapiens*. Second, it shows that *Rickettsia* shares a more-recent common ancestor with the other two proteobacteria than with *H. sapiens*.

Going back to Fig. 2A, some might think that one can read the trees “left to right”, so that species A is considered the oldest, most ancestral and most primitive, followed in turn by species B, C and D. However, it is a fundamental mistake to assume that order on the page has some meaning, in effect to read the trees as if time moves forward from “left to right”.

---

**Figure 2.** Phylogenetic tree interpretation. **A:** Phylogenetic tree illustrating relationships among four hypothetical species. Which of the four species is oldest? Which appears most ancestral? Which seems most primitive? As with all figures in this paper, this tree shows extant entities present today, and branch lengths are not drawn to scale—a cladogram. Most phylogenies published today, especially molecular phylogenies, have extant entities as their “terminals”, and the dashed line emphasizes that all are present today. Note that while the Y axis in this orientation denotes relative time, the X axis has no meaning (see Ref. 4). **B:** A phylogenetic tree showing relationships among three Eubacteria and a representative of the Eukaryota. We are not used to seeing *H. sapiens* in the “far left” position on such a tree, and this position may make humans appear to some like the “older” or more “primitive” species. (For bacterial relationships see (34,73,74), but see (75).) **C:** An evolutionary tree showing relationships among members of one generation of a human family, in this case the Kennedys. That John F. Kennedy Jr. appears to the left should not imply to us that he was older, more primitive, or more ancestral than his cousin Robert F. Kennedy Jr. (in fact he was 6 years younger). All phylogenies of extant species or genes show “evolutionary cousin” relationships and should not imply one species is more primitive, whereas another is more advanced. President John F. Kennedy does not really appear on this tree except along a branch. For that reason JFK Jr. may for some appear more closely related to their common ancestor, but all the cousins are equally related to that ancestor - their grandfather. Similarly, all extant evolutionary cousins in species trees are equally related to shared common ancestors. www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/kennedys/
All of the taxa shown at the top (at the tips of the branches) are extant species present in the 21st century—i.e. the time axis runs from the bottom to the top of the page, going from the ancestral nodes in the past to the extant taxa or genes present today. We should not be looking for ancestors in the tops of the trees among the extant species.

**Phylogenies show relationships among evolutionary cousins**

Another way to view this problem is by considering a phylogeny of genes from the same generation of humans. Most phylogenies published today, especially molecular phylogenies, focus on relationships among extant species, genes and individuals. So consider a phylogeny of a human family just focusing on one recent generation. Fig. 2C shows the example of the American political family, the Kennedys. This tree focuses on the sons of Robert F. Kennedy (Robert F. Kennedy Jr. and Joseph Kennedy II), and also shows one first cousin (John F. Kennedy Jr.) and a hypothetical 2nd cousin. For human males, one should be able to draw such a male lineage tree with enough data from the Y chromosome, and for females one can consider the example of a phylogeny based on mitochondrial DNA. The first cousin, JFK Jr, is shown to the left, with RFK Jr to the far right. *Does that mean that JFK Jr is any older, more ancestral or more primitive than his cousin RFK Jr? We know that the answer is no.* Phylogenies of extant species should be interpreted in the same way—names at tips are evolutionary cousins, not ancestors. The ancestors are represented by internal nodes and internal branches on the tree—for example President John F. Kennedy (JFK—see labelled circle) is represented by the middle section of the branch leading to his son JFK Junior. (Although in the case of such human trees, ancestors can still be living.)

**Reading trees “left to right” assumes a ladder of progress**

A major cause of tree reading problems is thinking about evolution “left to right”. Evolution is often presented in this way, for example, in introductory biology textbooks. The evolutionary history of plants is presented as beginning with algae, proceeding along an orderly path to mosses, ferns, gymnosperms then angiosperms, the high point of plant evolution—i.e. from “lower plants” to “higher plants” (see Ref. 18). Animal evolution is presented as “beginning” with sponges, then “proceeding” to protostomes, to deuterostomes, to fish, early tetrapods, then humans. The problem occurs when extant species are used to illustrate this sequence, especially when they are presented as being “primitive” or “ancestral”. Even in our own teaching, we do not emphasize enough that extant species are used to show the order in which key characteristics evolved (examples of ancestral versus derived character states). In fact, there is no general linear sequence of ancestral to derived, to more derived, except along the internal branches of the tree, following lineages through evolutionary time. Moreover, at each node in a bifurcating tree, there are two possible pathways that then can continue to branch through the tree, so cumulatively there are many different pathways from ancestors to different extant species. Reading the tree from “left to right” across the tip species gives one the false impression that there is just one pathway of evolutionary change.

Unfortunately, in thinking of an ordered sequence of taxa (e.g. moss, fern, gingko, oak), some slip into saying or thinking that mosses are older than oaks and therefore that extant mosses are ancestral to oaks. However, the moss and oak lineages diverged approximately 400 million years ago. Thus the moss lineage leading to *Sphagnum cuspidatum* is sister to the vascular plant lineage leading to *Quercus rubra*. Both lineages have been evolving independently for 400 million years into the plant species extant today (see Box 1 glossary, “crown group age” versus “stem group age”). The common ancestor to both these plant species is extinct. Perhaps because mosses are a member of a species-poor lineage, some think of their evolution as stopping once they diverged from what seems like the “main” group of extant plants. This may be reinforced because some key morphological features of extant moss appear very similar to those in the fossil record.

All extant species are a mix of ancestral and derived characteristics

The duck-billed platypus (*Ornithorhynchus anatinus*) provides a striking example because it is often considered to be primitive. (Google Scholar finds over 900 hits for “platypus” and “primitive”.) This perception is likely because of one set of characters relating to reproduction, specifically that the platypus lays eggs. However, this retained ancestral trait is only one aspect of its biology. The platypus has many other characteristics that are derived. For example, the electro-receptor equipped bill is highly derived, as is the webbing on its feet. In these latter characters, humans and most other placents generally retain ancestral states that are expressed by many other tetrapods. The focus on characteristics tells us which traits are likely to be ancestral and which are derived—it is not the extant organism itself that is ancestral or “primitive”.

Clearly species vary in the number of ancestral versus derived character states. Indeed, it is possible to compare species to study rates of evolution using careful quantitative studies of extant and/or fossil taxa, but this character change information cannot come from molecular phylogenies of extant species alone, especially from cladograms with unscaled branch lengths. Several studies have addressed rates of molecular and/morphological evolution in species-rich versus species-poor lineages (see also Refs 49,50). There is also a series of studies that show that so-called “living fossil” taxa or lineages.
Box 1. Glossary

**Ancestral state reconstruction:** using a phylogeny to infer the character states at ancestral nodes based on the character states of extant species or genes. (When working with species trees and organismal characters, the phylogeny is usually developed first based on an independent data set.) Also known by other terms including “character-state optimization”, or “phylogenetic character mapping”. (See definitions for character and character state.)

**Ancestral haplotype:** for closely related populations or species, it is common to find several individuals sharing a common haplotype or DNA sequence (in a central position in the network) that is likely to be ancestral to several more rare sequences. (79) Thus, when considering samples at the lowest levels of evolutionary divergence (i.e. within and among closely related species), extant entities can be ancestral to other extant entities (also see Refs 56,80,81).

**Basal node:** the oldest node on a given tree, at the “base” of the tree (see Fig. 3); this node can also be known as the “ancestral node” and depicts the most-recent common ancestor. Character states on both sides of this basal node should be considered when determining ancestral character states. (Other unambiguous uses of the term basal include “basal divergence”, “basal split” etc. all of which refer to the two sides of the tree on both sides of the basal node.)

**Basal lineage (or basal taxon):** a problematic term referring to lineages with fewer terminals. (61,56) This use of the term basal is problematic because it can be confused with the correct use of the term (see basal node above).

**Cladogram:** a branching diagram (tree) that represents phylogenetic history in which branch lengths are unscaled (cf. phylogram).

**Character:** any heritable trait of an organism (e.g. specific site in a DNA or amino acid sequence, or eye color—cf. character state).

**Character states:** subdivisions of the variation within a character (e.g. presence of A, T, C or G in a DNA sequence, or red versus yellow eyes).

**Clade:** see monophyletic group.

**Crown group:** the monophyletic group that includes just the extant members of a lineage. (Each such clade also has a stem, which comprises members of the lineage that evolved after it diverged from its sister group, but which went extinct before the coalescence time of the crown group—see below.)

**Crown group age:** the age of the most-recent common ancestor of the crown group. (Crown group age is always younger than the stem group age, which equals the time of divergence of the lineage from its sister group—see above Ref. 82).

**Evolutionary tree:** used here as synonymous with phylogeny. (Within cladistics, some authors have used a more strict definition—for example Ref. 6 pp. 22–24.)

**Gene tree:** a phylogeny representing relationships among different copies of a gene. When all copies are sampled from a single species, all bifurcations represent gene duplication events (paralogous genes). When only single copies from an unduplicated gene are sampled from two or more species (orthologous genes), then all bifurcations represent speciation events. When multiple copies are included, both from within and among two or more species, then the gene trees include both paralogous and orthologous genes (e.g. Fig. 5A) (also see Refs 6,83).

**Ladderized tree:** a phylogeny in which every node is rotated to show the species-poor sister group on one side, and the species-rich sister group on the other side. Such views of trees may contribute to continued searching for “ladders of progress” in present day phylogenies.

**Ladderize right:** a tree drawing rotation setting available in programs such as PAUP*(34) and Treeview*(85) (ladderize left is the opposite rotation). Trees shown in this paper generally use the “ladderize right” format, with the species-poor groups at left and the species-rich groups at right. This general format is common, from summaries of the tree of life(24) to introductory biology texts.(36)

**Monophyletic group (clade):** a group that includes the most-recent common ancestor and all of its descendants. (Generally recognised by a shared derived character state in all of its members—e.g. milk production in mammals. Note that when two groups are each other’s sisters, and both are monophyletic, they are “reciprocally monophyletic”).

**Paraphyletic group:** a group that fails to include all the descendants of the most-recent common ancestor (e.g. great apes with humans left out). More generally, such groups are non-monophyletic, which also includes the related term “polyphyletic” (for diagrams see Ref. 6).

**Phylogram:** a branching diagram that represents evolutionary history in which branch lengths are drawn to scale, usually to amount of genetic change for molecular phylogenies (chronograms are scaled to absolute time).

**Species tree:** a phylogeny meant to represent relationships among species (or higher taxa); bifurcations in the tree represent speciation events (cf. gene tree).

**Terminal:** also known as an OTU or “operational taxonomic unit”, this is a general term that can refer to phyla, species, individuals or genes. On molecular phylogenies, the terminals are generally the extant individuals or genes used to build the phylogeny. (The terminals are also used as the basis for inferring ancestral character states.)

**Vertical tree:** all trees in this paper are vertical trees, with the root node at the bottom of the page. However, trees can also be drawn in a horizontal orientation (with root node on one side, usually the left; another format is a “circle tree” with the root node in the center). Trees can be presented in many styles (e.g., slanted versus rectangular branches)—similar “tree thinking” applies to all these rooted trees. (Unrooted trees or “networks” without a time axis cannot be used to determine which characteristics are ancestral.)

**Zig-zag rotation:** a phylogenetic node rotation style in which the most-species-poor groups are alternated left, then right and so on (see Ref. 41; cf. ladderized tree)

For definitions of these and other phylogenetic terms see: http://www.sasb.org.au/glossary/html
with apparently slow rates of morphological evolution continue to accumulate many molecular changes.\(^{25,30,32}\) Slow rates of speciation and/or slow rates of evolution of one type of character do not mean that evolutionary change in the lineage as a whole slows down dramatically or stops.\(^{31}\)

**All extant genes are a mix of ancestral and derived characteristics**

Another powerful use of phylogenetic trees is to show evolutionary relationships among genes in multigene families, for example showing all the relationships among gap junction proteins in zebrafish\(^{51}\) or MADS-box genes in *Arabidopsis*\(^{52}\). In such trees, many of the bifurcations are caused by gene duplications and such phylogenies are generally called “gene trees”. As with species, genes contain a mixture of ancestral and derived characteristics, including single nucleotide substitutions, presence or absence of deletions, inversions, introns and other genomic features (both within and between transcribed regions). Again, as with species, just because some aspect of a gene (e.g. functional domain amino acid sequence) may be highly conserved, that does not mean that other aspects of the gene such as nucleotide sequence, intron length, expression patterns, gene order with respect to nearby parts of the genome, etc. either have slower evolutionary rates or stop evolving.

**Solutions—thinking about characteristics**

Whether using species trees or gene trees, researchers need to focus on characteristics, whether those be the presence or absence of limbs in vertebrates, or a serine or proline at a given site in a protein. Specific algorithms are available to help determine the likely character states of ancestral nodes on a phylogeny (for examples and detailed explanations see Refs 4,15,53). Here, we will use the method of parsimony because it is the simplest way to illustrate how the most-serious problem with tree thinking occurs.

Consider the simple situation of a tree including four chordate lineages with strong support for their relationships (Fig. 3). Using the example of an ancestral steroid receptor\(^{54}\) reconstructing the common ancestor with serine at this site is most parsimonious (Fig. 3A). Reconstructing proline at this site would be less parsimonious because it would require two separate changes. Several papers discuss some of the assumptions inherent in such methods.\(^{15,55–57}\)

Now consider a hypothetical case where only one lineage has Ser (Fig. 3B). Mis-reading the tree “left to right” following a ladder of progress, one might think that this tree again suggests that the common ancestor had serine with one change to proline. However, based on parsimony, the ancestral state is equivocal. It is clear that there must have been at least one change: either a change from Ser to Pro, or a change from Pro to Ser. But these two alternatives are equally parsimonious. (Box 2 compares parsimony, maximum likelihood and Bayesian methods of ancestral character mapping.)

We must consider traits from both sides of the tree (both sides of the basal node) to infer the most-likely ancestral
Problems and paradigms

Box 2. Alternative methods for reconstructing ancestral character states

Here we review the three main methods used for discrete (categorical) data such as black versus white abdomen color, or C versus T for a given base pair of DNA. Methods are also available for continuous characters such as brain size or levels of gene expression (reviewed by Ref. 41).

1. Parsimony: This review has focused on parsimony because algorithms based on parsimony were the first proposed and are still the most widely used methods. The principle of parsimony favors the reconstruction that requires the fewest changes. For example, in Fig. 3A, it is possible that the common ancestor of the group had Pro. However, that reconstruction would require two changes (e.g., Pro to Ser in both the agnathan and elasmobranch lineages) so is less parsimonious than the reconstruction shown. Parsimony reconstructions ignore branch length information—all that matters is the topology of the species tree or gene tree. Furthermore, parsimony can mislead by implying certainty even though slightly less parsimonious reconstructions might be highly likely. Only when alternatives are exactly 50/50 does parsimony show reconstructions as equivocal (basal node, Fig. 3A). For description of the algorithms used as well as some of the limitations of parsimony and other algorithms see Refs 4,15,41,86,87.

2. Maximum Likelihood: Maximum likelihood reconstructions offer several potential advantages over parsimony (15,88,89). First, information about branch lengths can be used, thereby allowing a higher probability of changes on branches that represent longer spans of time. Second, degree of uncertainty can be determined (e.g., with pie diagrams). However, given that it is difficult to determine appropriate models of evolution for phenotypic characters, many researchers may still favor simple parsimony. Consider a hypothetical example based on Figure 3B using maximum likelihood with the branch lengths shown. This reconstruction indicates 0.74 probability of a Pro ancestor, and 0.26 probability of a Ser ancestor (reconstructions done in Mesquite also see Ref. 60). Note that this reconstruction strongly disagrees with the “primitive lineage fallacy”, which holds that the ancestral state likely would be Ser, the state of the agnathans. The states of all the taxa are nested among species that have state B, then that suggests state B is ancestral (based on parsimony). For larger complicated trees with multiple trait changes, it is advisable to use explicit computer algorithms (reviewed in Refs 15,41).

Likely ancestral states are often misinterpreted when a species-poor lineage with state X (e.g. serine) is sister to a species-rich lineage with state Y (e.g. proline). In this case, even if one adds hundreds of gene copies to the agnathan lineage, or hundreds of gene copies to the sister lineage, there is still a 50/50 equivocal result for the reconstruction based on simple parsimony. Box 3 provides examples of organismal and molecular characters that demonstrate how patterns of nesting can be used to look for likely ancestral character states.

Focus of tree has a major influence on what seems “primitive”

Which species are shown at the “left” can be strongly influenced by many factors. In particular, this often depends on which species or genes are the focus of the study. One of the reasons that Fig. 2B appears incorrect to some readers is that the focus of the tree is on E. coli, with humans included as the one representative of eukaryotes. We are used to seeing trees with H. sapiens as the focus, therefore generally appearing at the far right of a tree (or at the top if the tree is drawn vertically). Many readers may be thinking: “But these trees are incomplete”. That is true. Every phylogenetic tree that has ever been published or will ever be published is incomplete. However, the point is that both sides of the node of interest must be sampled. For example, in the case of Fig. 2B, it is crucial to have at least one eukaryote sampled and at least one proteobacterium. Researchers publishing, interpreting and using trees should be aware of how tree completeness can alter the apparent “meaning” of the trees, especially with regard to ancestral characteristics. Even in trees that are more complete (e.g., good sampling of all species in a genus), position left to right may not tell us anything about which trait is more ancestral.

In an example involving extant mammals, opossums (e.g. Didelphidae) are sometimes incorrectly considered a “primitive mammal” (Table 1, for example see Refs 62,63), likely because they are marsupials (ergo not like “advanced” humans). In a tree that focused on placentals, especially primates, the tree could include one opossum as a representative of the marsupials, and thus appear at the left in a ladderized right tree (Fig. 4A). In contrast, if the sampling is
Box 3. Ancestral characteristics: looking for nesting of character states

When thinking about likely ancestral states, it is crucial to look for patterns of nesting rather than looking for what to some could incorrectly interpret as “early branching lineages”. For example, organisms with feathers (birds) are clearly nested within lineages that lack feathers (generally having bare scaly skin). Because “reptiles” are paraphyletic with respect to birds (see glossary), this helps us know that scaly skin is the ancestral state, and that feathers are recently derived. (The shared ancestral state of scaly skin was likely a major reason that “reptiles” were classified together. Phylogeny based on Ref. 34.) (Fig. A)

In contrast, here is an example in which there is no nesting of character states of extant species—the uterine development time of marsupials versus placentals. Extant placentals have long intrauterine development, whereas extant marsupials have short intrauterine development (for details on marsupial reproduction see Ref. 93). Assuming these are two sister clades that are reciprocally monophyletic, these extant species provide no strong information on the likely ancestral state for their most-recent common ancestor. In fact, both clades have a derived state that is generally not shared with any other tetrapod groups. Because there is no nesting of character states, we are generally unable to use the tree alone to infer the likely traits of the most-recent common therian ancestor. Since placentals are more-species rich, and many trees focus on placentals (thus show only a few marsupials—e.g. Fig. 5B), marsupials may appear to some to be “basal”, “older branching” and thus more “primitive”. However, based on the data in this figure, no basic algorithm of rigorous ancestral state reconstruction would provide strong support for short intrauterine development (presumably accompanied by use of a pouch). (Data from other species including fossil taxa may provide additional information on the likely therian ancestral state—see Ref. 95. Phylogeny based on Ref. 96.) (Fig. B)

Finally, for an example involving molecular characters on a gene tree, consider the globins from Fig. 5A. At a hypothetical site, if beta-hemoglobins have a histidine, and lysine is present at that site for all the other globins, then the genes with His are nested within the gene copies with Lys. Thus, lysine is the most-likely ancestral state. In contrast, if only lamprey has a Lys (marked with asterisk), and all the globins from mammals have His, then there is no nesting and the ancestral state is equivocal (based on parsimony). Although the lone lamprey globin to some may appear “basal”, “primitive” or “older”, in this second case the Lys could be due to a mutation that occurred in the lamprey lineage (e.g. as little as one million years ago). Looking for patterns of nesting can often give a quick sense of ancestral character states. However, using computer programs and explicit algorithms decreases the chances of simple errors. Furthermore, other scientists can then replicate or modify the specific methods used. (Fig. D)
focused on marsupial opossums, the tree could include humans as one representative of the placentals, with humans appearing in the left position, in what seems to be the “basal” lineage (Fig. 4B) (also see Ref. 64, Fig. 1). In either case, thinking of either the opossum or humans as an ancestral or “primitive” species is misleading (also see Fig. 4C). (See Box 4, “Do outgroups have to be primitive?”)

Tree focus and tree completeness are also important issues when investigating gene trees and gene family evolution. As with organismal biologists working on species trees, molecular biologists working on gene trees will focus their efforts on the gene families in which they are most interested. First consider a phylogeny that includes many representatives of the globin gene family (Fig. 5A). A laboratory focused on alpha-hemoglobins might include one copy of a myoglobin gene, leading some to see myoglobin as “basal” and more ancestral (Fig. 5B). However, a laboratory focusing on myoglobin evolution would likely include many myoglobins, including only one or a few alpha hemoglobins, thus leading some to see HB-A as more ancestral (Fig. 5C). Most gene trees and species trees will include more than five genes or more than five taxa, but the issues of tree completeness, tree focus and which taxa or genes are presented at the “left” will still remain. The important point is that both sides of a tree need to be considered when trying to infer ancestral appearance, behaviors, amino acids or gene rearrangements.

The misinterpretation of trees is most pronounced when a tree is “unbalanced” with a series of species-poor lineages seeming to “branch off”. This interpretation is partly a result of how trees are represented. When trees are always ladderized, this may promote poor tree reading. With such unbalanced trees, people tend to view the straight line from the root to, say, focused on marsupial opossums, the tree could include humans as one representative of the placentals, with humans appearing in the left position, in what seems to be the “basal” lineage (Fig. 4B) (also see Ref. 64, Fig. 1). In either case, thinking of either the opossum or humans as an ancestral or “primitive” species is misleading (also see Fig. 4C). (See Box 4, “Do outgroups have to be primitive?”)

Tree focus and tree completeness are also important issues when investigating gene trees and gene family evolution. As with organismal biologists working on species trees, molecular biologists working on gene trees will focus their efforts on the gene families in which they are most interested. First consider a phylogeny that includes many representatives of the globin gene family (Fig. 5A). A laboratory focused on alpha-hemoglobins might include one copy of a myoglobin gene, leading some to see myoglobin as “basal” and more ancestral (Fig. 5B). However, a laboratory focusing on myoglobin evolution would likely include many myoglobins, including only one or a few alpha hemoglobins, thus leading some to see HB-A as more ancestral (Fig. 5C). Most gene trees and species trees will include more than five genes or more than five taxa, but the issues of tree completeness, tree focus and which taxa or genes are presented at the “left” will still remain. The important point is that both sides of a tree need to be considered when trying to infer ancestral appearance, behaviors, amino acids or gene rearrangements.

The misinterpretation of trees is most pronounced when a tree is “unbalanced” with a series of species-poor lineages seeming to “branch off”. This interpretation is partly a result of how trees are represented. When trees are always ladderized, this may promote poor tree reading. With such unbalanced trees, people tend to view the straight line from the root to, say,

**Table 1. Use of the term “primitive mammal” referring to extant species in publications from the last 10 years (1997–2006, Google Scholar, November 2007)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th># Occurrences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>opossum (Didelphis spp., Monodelphis spp.)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>platypus (Ornithorhynchus anatinus)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>echidna (Tachyglossus aculeatus)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shrew (Suncus murinus)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tenrec (Echinos telfair)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>armadillo (Dasyus novemcinctus)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other species</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cases</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Examples using the word “fossil” or geological periods were excluded. Only cases in which the exact context could be determined from the Google summary were counted.

*Other species comprise one citation each of: hedgehog (Erinaceus europaeus), antelater (species not specified), and capybara (Hydrochoerus hydrochaeris).*

---

**Figure 4. Species tree focus—an example with placental and marsupial mammals.**

**A:** Phylogeny of five mammal species focused on primates. With this rotation, humans appear at the “right”, and the Virginia opossum appears at the “left”. This is often interpreted as meaning opossums are “ancestral” or “primitive” (Table 1), which is how some often mistakenly think of marsupials. (Tree based on Ref. 76.)

**B:** Another phylogeny of mammals including two of the same species, but here the focus of the tree is on opossums. With this rotation humans now are at the “left”, which may make them appear to some as older, more ancestral, more primitive, or more simple. Position on the tree left to right, top to bottom, or even middle to edge does not mean that one extant species is any more ancestral or derived than another extant species. (Tree based on Ref. 77.)

**C:** Zig-zag rotation of the same five taxa as in Fig. 4A. With this rotation, it is less tempting to think that there is a “main branch” leading directly from an ancestral possum, through lemurs and rhesus monkeys to human (see Ref. 41). Zig-zag rotation, or random rotation of branches may make it less likely that researchers read trees “left to right” as a ladder of progress. This rotation helps emphasize that the X axis has no meaning, and that all nodes can be rotated. (Species included: human, Homo sapiens; rhesus monkey, Macaca mulatta; ring-tailed lemur, Lemur catta; polar bear, Ursus maritimus; Virginia opossum, Didelphis virginiana; southern opossum, Didelphis marsupialis; Mexican mouse opossum, Marmosa mexicana; red kangaroo, Macropus rufus.)
Box 4. Do outgroups have to be primitive?

Considering outgroups provides a good case study because they often are depicted on the “left” or “bottom” and thus appear “early branching”. As a result, readers may be bothered by several of the examples, especially Fig. 1b because they think that outgroups have to be primitive. Outgroups are species or genes used to help root the phylogeny and thus provide a relative time axis for the tree. Although it may seem correct to try to find a “primitive” or “ancestral” species or gene to be the outgroup, there is no way to find such a species or gene—all extant species are a mix of ancestral and derived traits, and all present day genes contain a mix of older ancestral and more-recently derived characteristics. Therefore, perceived primitiveness should not be a basis for choosing an outgroup.

Instead, the key is to choose close outgroups that are in the sister group to the taxon or gene family being studied. As the mammal example in Fig. 4 demonstrates, any one, two or three marsupials could serve as outgroups to root a tree of placental genes (Fig. 4A), or any one, two or three placental genes could serve to root a tree of marsupials (Fig. 4B). For rooting gene trees, outgroup genes should be chosen from one or more duplicate genes that are in the sister group to the focal ingroup genes. Whether rooting species tree or gene trees, primitiveness is a problematic term and concept in current evolutionary biology.

humans as the “main path” of evolution (e.g. Fig. 4A). An alternative is “zig-zag” rotation, which alternates species-poor lineages left, right, left, right so that the most-species-rich lineages appear in the center of the tree (Fig. 4c, see Ref. 41). Another alternative is to use some sort of random rotation. Regardless, researchers should consider how issues such as branch rotation, tree balance and tree completeness alter perceptions and beliefs about evolutionary history.

Problematic terms for leftists and rightists

There are a number of problematic terms related to the imprecise evolutionary thinking that we are describing, most prominently primitiveness. For example, in birds the only extant species that are labelled as “primitive bird” are those from species-poor lineages. For example, ratites are frequently referred to as primitive (e.g. ostrich, Struthio camelus; emu, Dromaius novaehollandiae; kiwi, Apteryx australis—“the most-primitive bird”). Speaking of ratites as primitive is surprising given that one of their most-obviously derived characteristics—lack of flight—is known to be secondarily derived. Little about any of these birds strongly suggests a close affinity or resemblance to Archaeopteryx or other ancient fossil birds (for example Ref. 72).

While speaking of any extant species as primitive or ancestral is problematic, it is also misleading to speak of any species as “older” just based on a tree, especially a cladogram. Similarly, speaking of some species as belonging to a “deeper” lineage is misleading. Finally, it is incorrect to speak about such species as “branching off first” or “earlier” than another species—this would imply a main branch or a known end point of evolution. However, unlike Haeckel’s 19th century phylogenies (Fig. 1), there is no “main branch” or “main stem” in 21st century phylogenies. This language about lineages “branching off” is misleading about the process of evolution. There is no one main path; there is no goal to evolution. Stating which is the lineage to “branch off” requires a fixed reference that defines where evolution is heading (e.g. that Drosophila melanogaster is the pinnacle of animal evolution, or that the rose is the epitome of plantness—see Ref. 5). Although one of the lineages may appear to some as “early branching” or more “basal”, in phylogenies of extant species or genes, for any node there are at least two descendent lineages, each of which have continued to evolve to the present. With any of these problematic terms, a one-sided view of branching, focusing just on the “left” side of trees, is misleading.

There is a corresponding set of problematic terms meant to apply to species on the “other side” of the tree, the “right” or more-species-rich side. To speak of any such species, branches or lineages as derived, young, recent or the “last to branch off” is also misleading. Just as it is incorrect to speak of any extant species as ancestral or primitive, it is also problematic to speak of “derived species” or species that “branched off last” simply based on position on a cladogram. Nevertheless, “more-derived species” and “molecular phylogeny” appear together in 46 papers tracked by Google Scholar (November 2007).

So instead, “sister group” should be used whenever possible when describing trees. Marsupials can be described as the sister group to placentals, whether the focus is on placentals and only one marsupial is sequenced or vice versa (Fig. 4A,B). Gibbons are the sister group to the great apes, regardless of how many Hylobatidae or how many Hominidae are sampled. The myoglobin gene family is sister to the alpha-beta hemoglobin clade regardless of which or how many gene copies are included (Fig. 5). Furthermore, rather than writing about every extant species or gene on a tree, it is often best to refer to well-labelled internal nodes (e.g. node 1, 2, 3), to help avoid problematic evolutionary thinking. Both careful use of sister group language and references to figures should decrease chances that researchers think that species-poor or gene-poor lineages generally express the ancestral state.
Conclusions—cousin thinking needed

So indeed just as all humans alive today are at least distant cousins of each other, all extant species are also our evolutionary cousins. Furthermore, the gene copies that we carry are evolutionary cousins of the gene copies in Charles Darwin’s lineage, the chimp lineage, the Galapagos finch lineage, and the zebrafish lineage. Gene copies in humans are evolutionary cousins to the gene copies found today in *E. coli*. Looking for ancestors in the tops of trees showing extant species should be replaced by determining which characteristics are ancestral. None of these extant species is ancestral to other extant species—none of these individuals, genes or

---

Figure 5. Gene tree focus—the globin gene family. A: Gene tree of the globin gene family with balanced sampling for three main vertebrate globin groups (tree based on Ref. 78). Note that, with this rotation, an incorrect reading of the tree could cause some to interpret myoglobin as “intermediate” between lamprey globin and beta hemoglobin. However, gene sampling and branch rotation strongly influence which genes appear “intermediate”, or more “primitive” or “ancestral”. Order on the page and which genes or species are next to each other provide little or no information about which characteristics are ancestral. B: Another globin gene phylogeny, this time with sampling focused on the alpha hemoglobins, thus an incorrect reading of the tree might consider beta hemoglobin and myoglobin “older” or “more ancestral”. But again, the myoglobins and the hemoglobins are sister groups. C: A third globin gene phylogeny, but this time the focus is on myoglobins. Thus the alpha hemoglobin included for comparison may appear to some to be “older” and “more primitive”. However, position on a gene tree does not indicate age, number of ancestral features, or “primitiveness”.
species are parents or grandparents to other present generation entities. We are all evolutionary cousins! Fully grasping this crucial point will help researchers and teachers in all fields of biology better understand and use phylogenies to understand how characters evolve.

The problems with tree thinking that we focused on are pervasive; they appear in the full range of journals from the highest impact general science publications, across all taxonomic groups, and in subfields as wide ranging as genetics, development, and cell biology as well as evolution and systematics. Such a widespread problem will need to be tackled from a variety of levels. However, one way to address this problem is through editors and editorial boards of journals. Just as a journal might have statistical consultants, it would be prudent for journals across all of biology to have phylogenetic consultants or editors charged with ensuring that authors present, interpret and discuss phylogenetic trees correctly. The problem of the “primitive lineage fallacy”, confusion about apparent “early branching lineages”, and reading trees “left to right” represent fundamental, deep-seated and widespread misinterpretation that needs to be addressed across the full breadth of modern biology. Phylogenies of extant species and gene families do not show us which extant entities are ancestral, they show us relationships among 21st century evolutionary cousins.
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